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At Neocon, Herman Miller Group
Presents All Together Now, an
Exhibition Showcasing our Growing
Global Family of Brands
At NeoCon 2019, Herman Miller presents All Together Now, an immersive exhibition exploring the expanding
and nearly endless design possibilities of Herman Miller Group’s growing global family of brands.

With recent and past brand acquisitions around the globe, Herman Miller has steadily grown its product offering
and expertise, building on a legacy of timeless design and innovation. As a result, our family of brands has
evolved into Herman Miller Group, which collectively offers a variety of products for the places people live,
learn, work, and heal.

Member brands of Herman Miller Group include Colebrook Bosson Saunders, Design Within Reach, Geiger, HAY,
Maars Living Walls, Maharam, naughtone, Nemschoff, and Herman Miller. All Together Now will feature a
dynamic breadth of more than 450 authentic designs geared toward modern living, healing, learning, and
working within the reimagined Herman Miller Chicago showroom.

Visitors to the exhibit will be invited on a journey of discovery as they move through eight thoughtfully curated,
color-blocked vignettes. While diverse in look and feel, each tailored expression is united by our belief that any
space worth inhabiting is born from human-centered design.

From a decadent lounge lined with red velvet and lit by a constellation of bubble lamps, to an indoor-to-outdoor
workspace teeming with flora, to a healthcare environment with interactive technology and home-inspired
touches that feel far from clinical, guests will be encouraged to engage with and rethink what the Herman Miller
Group family of brands can offer. No matter the space, Herman Miller Group can outfit it with a unique array of
product.

For more information on Herman Miller Group, visit hermanmiller.com/neoconpress or contact
media_relations@hermanmiller.com.

About Herman Miller
Herman Miller is a globally recognized provider of furnishings and related technologies and services.  Since its
inception in 1905, the company has relied on innovative design to help people do great things. The global
design leader established Herman Miller Group, a family of brands that collectively offers a variety of products
for environments where people live, learn, work, and heal. The family of brands includes Colebrook Bosson
Saunders, Design Within Reach, Geiger, HAY, Maars Living Walls, Maharam, naughtone, Nemschoff, and Herman
Miller.    
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